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Synopsis
In this ethnographic study of the rural idyll, Broadlands explores rurality and the pace of rural life. In sharp contrast to the urban
analytical emphasis upon speed, it gives careful thought to stasis, as rural places offer everyday opportunities for very different social
situations and behavioural interactions. Based on new and extensive RCUK-funded primary research, Sam Hillyard generates an
original, rigorous and thoughtful understanding of everyday rural life in the 21st century. 

Taking the principles of dramaturgy and rural studies scholarship, Broadlands provides a toolkit to make sense of rural change. It
uses ethnography to enhance interactionist dramaturgy via cross-references with new theoretical orientations that emphasise the
temporal dynamics of space in a 'knowing capitalism'. Where early dramaturgy stressed formal organisations in shaping roles and
identity, Broadlands expands these concepts to include informal and transient organisations and associations. 

Ultimately, the book advances a new model for grasping the complexity of the rural. For researchers and students ofrural and urban
sociology, this is an engaging text that reframes our understanding of rurality.
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Synopsis
Following the liberalization of EU energy markets, more than three hundred gas and electricity companies entered the market to
substitute state-run monopolies. A sizeable shift has taken place within the European energy sector, one that remains only partially
understood at best.  

Focusing on the financial performance of retail energy firms between 2008 and 2017, and taking the Italian market as its exemplar—a
market that has arguably undergone the most significant transformation in Europe—Changes in European Energy Markets provides
a critical and up-to-date analysis of this major development. Based on a comprehensive literature review and a wealth of data, the
authors provide a compelling and much-needed account of the intensity and pace of change in the sector, which has been far from
uniform. 

Changes in European Energy Markets is a must-read for students, researchers, practitioners and policymakers concerned with the
seismic changes that have occurred within EU energy markets over the past decade.
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Synopsis
Using an interdisciplinary lens, this book innovatively explores the conflicts and shifting boundaries in organisational, professional,
legal and economic structures, caused by the rise of the gig economy. The dynamic structural model of the gig economy is
introduced to interrogate the inner workings of the amorphous gig economy at the Macro, Meso and Micro levels of analysis.

Conflict and Shifting Boundaries in the Gig Economy examines a range of tensions and issues, including;

The future of trade unions in the gig economy
Employment status and contractual arrangements
Talent management in the gig economy
Employee voice and whistleblowing
Career choices and organisational attractiveness
Trajectory and impact at macro economic levels.

Organisational examples and a focus on the perspective of those engaged in gig work introduce new insights and research
questions on the current and future challenges posed by the gig economy, alongside using the structural dynamic model as a tool
to understand actors and organisational experiences and build appropriate interventions.
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Author
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Synopsis
Death in Custody considers the participation of bereaved families in an inquest following a death in custody. It looks at the legal
frameworks governing participation, as well as relevant theories of justice, participation, procedural fairness and grief theory.
Interviews were carried out with people with personal experience of complex inquests, including bereaved family members.  

Participation can provide families with redress and allow them to represent the deceased, as well as being an important part of their
grief process. It also helps to ensure a fair process, which has a positive impact on accountability and legitimacy. Family participation
improves accountability by maximising the chance of achieving the right outcome via scrutiny, therefore identifying failures. Families
also brings balance to the process, provide vital information about the deceased as well as helping to ensure that lessons are learned
that will prevent future deaths.  

Death in Custody shows that procedural justice theory is relevant for participation in processes investigating human rights violations.
It includes key recommendations on how to ensure participation can be fair and effective.
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Disconnecting
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Author
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Synopsis
Social media and smartphones are criticised for being addictive, destroying personal relationships, undermining productivity, and
invading privacy. In this book, Trine Syvertsen explores the phenomenon of digital detox: users taking a break from digital media or
adopting measures to limit smartphone and social media use. Based on studies, documents, media texts and interviews with media
users, Syvertsen discusses how media industries intensify the quest for attention, how companies and governments team up to get
everybody online, and how the main responsibility for managing online risks and problems are placed on the users' shoulders. She
provides a rich account of how users reduce their online engagement through time-limitations, restrictions on smartphone use,
productivity apps, and use of analogue media. Syvertsen shows how digital detoxing has much in common with other forms of self-
help such as mindfulness, decluttering and simple living and places digital detox within a culture of self-optimisation. But digital
detox is also about sustaining face-to-face conversations, better work-life-balance, a deeper connection with nature and more
meaningful interpersonal relationships. With a wealth of examples, analyses and stories, Digital Detox is a valuable guide to why
digital detox and disconnection has become a topic, how it is practised, what it says about the state of media industries and how
people express resistance in the 21st century.
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Editor
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Synopsis
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) have been agreed globally as an unprecedented, ambitious and innovative agenda for
prosperity and peace for people and the planet. Currently researchers, policymakers and nations are trying to identify clear routes for
achieving these ambitious goals by 2030. 
This timely text examines how education policy provides a roadmap to achieving Sustainable Development Goal 4, achieving
inclusive and equitable quality education and promoting lifelong learning opportunities for all. Taysum situates the SDGs, and the
roadmap to achieving them, within a historical framework of established philosophy by drawing upon the ideas of the social
contract, moral values and universal principles. As well as offering a theoretical understanding of these concepts, this research also
offers practical solutions by demonstrating how university Vice Chancellors, Deans of Faculties and Schools of Education can work
in partnership with the wider community in order to achieve the SDGs. 
Supported by a website and rich bank of practical resources, this book will prove invaluable for education leaders and those in the
fields of higher education and moral philosophy.
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Gender in James Bond
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Editor

Steven Steven Gerrard Gerrard 
Leeds Beckett University, UKLeeds Beckett University, UK

Synopsis
The world of James Bond is complex and ever growing. The British secret agent started off life as a semi-fictional, part-biographical
character in Ian Fleming's 1953 novel, Casino Royale. Since then, 007 has captured the minds and hearts of a worldwide audience,
and the franchise is now available over multiple media platforms, including movie, comic strips, games, graphic novels and fashion
statements. 

This edited collection examines the role that gender has played across the platforms that the James Bond franchise now occupies.
Each chapter investigates gender-approaches through a variety of case studies, including Bond, his boss M, and Miss Moneypenny,
the songs and title sequences, the villains, computer games, 'Lad's Mags', and the fashions of the era. Looking beyond the Bond
Girl, expert editor Steven Gerrard brings together a cast of contributors that investigate not only femininity, but also masculinity when
it comes to the world's best-known agent - a man with a license to kill. 

In a rapidly changing world where gender boundaries are being eroded, this edited collection investigates the changing and
challenging roles that gender has undergone in the franchise. By using a series of case studies, and employing theoretical modes
linked to close analysis, each chapter clearly demonstrates how and why the world of James Bond is important in reflecting the
changing gender roles within modern society.
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Author
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Synopsis
In the context of substantial changes in health service policy and public health policy in England over the last two decades, Health
Policy, Power and Politics fills an important gap by providing an up-to-date and accessible account of recent trends in health policies
and a sociological analysis of why these policies have taken the shape they have. 

This book provides a theoretically informed analysis of key recent policy changes in England and how the interplay of powerful
structural interests has influenced policy in health. It includes chapters on recent reforms in the NHS and the drift towards
privatisation, policies aimed at enhancing public and patient involvement, the regulation of the drug industry, medicalisation and
mental health policy, the role and effect of the media and recent changes in social and environmental health policy. The analysis
examines the influence of the State, professional medicine, the media, commercial interests such as those of the pharmaceutical,
food and fossil fuel industries, patient’s groups and the wider global environment. 

While the key focus of the book is on England, the analysis drawn on by the author comes from a plethora of policy examples in
health systems in high and low to middle income countries across the world. This widened context shines a light on the influence of
globalisation and highlights both the distinctive character of health policy in England, as well as the common themes it shares in a
world-wide context.
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Synopsis
Most forensic psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers involved in the assessment of sex offenders today have a good grasp of
where the field stands. Many of their colleagues do not have an appreciation of why we are where we are. This book is an attempt to
bridge that gap, to provide some historical background of sex offender assessment from 1830 to the present. 

Topics covered in this book include early efforts to identify and describe criminal populations statistically; the introduction of
phrenology as a description of brain function; the efforts of criminal anthropologists to develop criminal taxonomies; the technology
of anthropometry to identify individuals by measurement of bodily structure; and the introduction of fingerprinting which replaced
anthropometry and remains largely unchanged to the present day. The guiding principle of the book is to help the reader
understand that all of this represents a continuous thread of development and, disparate as they might seem, all of them are
connected. 

This book is essential reading for undergraduates in psychology and sociology, as well as professionals in training and early stages of
practice.
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Synopsis
Understanding how leaders make foreign policy and national security decisions is of paramount importance for the policy
community and academia. Yet on their own, neither rational nor cognitive schools of decision-making analysis offer totally
convincing results, and in any case, rigorous decision analysis methodologies are rarely, if ever, applied to the decisions of world
leaders.

How Do Leaders Make Decisions?: Evidence from the East and West, Part B, the second in a two-part volume covering a total of ten
world leaders, fills this gap by using the Applied Decision Analysis (ADA) method to explore how figures such as Putin, Erdogan,
Khaled Mashal, Mao, and Saddam Hussein make or made major decisions of international significance. By analysing the decisions
made by key political figures around the world, past and present, the chapters gathered here shed light on how they are reached
and what policy implications they have for their own and other nations. The analyses are based on traditional and contemporary
theories of foreign policy decision making, including, but not limited to, the rational actor model, the cybernetic theory of decision,
poliheuristic theory, and various decision rules, including the elimination-by-aspect rule and the lexicographic decision rule.
Cumulatively, what these chapters uncover is that foreign and national security policies can be best explained by tracing the
cognitive process leaders go through in formulating and arriving at their decisions.

For its groundbreakingly rigorous methodology and its unprecedented scope, this book and its companion book are essential
reading for students, scholars, and policymakers alike.
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Synopsis
Creating a sustainable future is one of the biggest challenges that we face as a human race. This is often made even harder by the
apathy of many towards the need for sustainability. Education will play a crucial role in finding a solution to the global climate crisis,
by shaping future generations who are informed, enlightened and ready to take action. 
This book explores the value of institutions of higher education in leading the way on the topic of sustainability education by
ensuring that it is well entrenched in the curriculum, as well as in everyday practice and lifestyles. This unique volume features
authors from different parts of the world who narrate their own experience of integrating sustainability into their curriculum, and
teaching sustainability to students. 
By exploring the idea that education and sustainability should be seen as intrinsically linked if we are to see global change, this
important text will prove invaluable for leaders, scholars and policy specialists in higher education.
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Author
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Synopsis
Knowledge Management is an important part of all business, and yet the discipline lacks a philosophy based on systemic thinking.
Exploring this gap, expert author Jon-Arild Johannessen continues his research on knowledge management with the groundwork
for a new philosophy. 

Across the four chapters in this book, Johannessen tackles the issues that have stopped a cohesive philosophy from being formed.
Tackling the large questions first, he asks: what constitutes a philosophy for knowledge management? What quality criteria are
relevant in a knowledge management philosophy? Johannessen also looks at how the emergence of the fourth industrial revolution
has eroded and atomized the cohesion of social systems, and explores how knowledge management works in social systems, as
well as whether social laws can be used to explain knowledge management systems. 

For students and researchers of information and knowledge management, Johannessen offers a new perspective on our current
philosophies, bringing systemic thinking to the front of knowledge management philosophy.
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Author
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Synopsis
Schools and school systems are increasingly impacted by global disruptions and rapid changes that create unprecedented
challenges and opportunities for their leaders and educators. School leaders need to prepare students for faster changes than ever
before, to learn for jobs that have not yet been created and use pedagogically-informed technologies to transform the ways in which
teachers, students. and parents relate and collaborate. Current and future technological transformations provide opportunities for
transformative change through the potential for connectivity and networking for educators locally, nationally and internationally.  
This book provides an analysis of the impact of disruptive environments on education. It closely examines and synthesizes
international literature on how educational systems in a number of countries are successfully transforming educational delivery
processes to better prepare students for an increasingly disrupted world.
This invaluable text will prove indispensable for educational professionals and researchers engaged in informing and transforming
policy making, leadership training and development, and quality learning and pedagogy in schools.
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Synopsis
In the aftermath of the economic crisis, left-wing parties and leaders began to consider themselves populists or were labelled as
such in media and public discourse. This trend can be witnessed in instances such as Syriza in Greece, Podemos in Spain, France
Insoumise in France, DiEM25 at the European level and even Corbyinism in the UK. However, the problem still remains as to how we
define left-wing populism in contemporary Europe as well as the main characteristics. 
This book conceptualizes left-wing populism as a combination of the populist impetus of expanding representation, through the
appeal to "the people" against "the elites" and the agenda of the left to promote equality and social justice. This study undertakes an
in-depth exploration into the concepts of sovereignty, class identity and "the people". 
Moreover, this book also discusses the institutional dimension of left-wing populism, in dialogue with republicanism and the
international sphere, reflected in the debate between sovereignism and transnationalism. The result is an open conceptualization of
left-wing populism in which populist parties acquire a hybrid form and incorporate different traditions and influences such as
socialism, populism and republicanism in order to reach a social majority and expand democracy. This recent phenomenon of left-
wing populism has showed potential to re-define the left-project, but also demonstrates its shortcomings regarding the scope of the
political change and its capacity to make politics in a different manner, by and for the people. This invaluable text will prove an
essential read for those in the fields of political theory and contemporary political studies.
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Synopsis
Groups and teams are the backbone of modern organizations and the driving force behind innovation. Employees come together to
pool their efforts, join forces, develop creative ideas, and make decisions in one key social context: the workplace meeting. This
volume presents novel perspectives and state-of-the art research insights into the management of meetings in the workplace. 

Managing Meetings in Organizations sheds light on key trends with regards to the changing nature of work and highlights how
these trends map on to new challenges for managing effective meetings. The twelve chapters that compose this volume cover four
overarching topics: conceptual foundations, the intersection of individual and team processes, diversity and gender, and leadership
and strategy in and through meetings. The international team of contributors includes authors from industrial and organizational
psychology, management, organizational behaviour, and evolutionary psychology. By establishing that meetings form a core
interactional context for groups and teams in organizations, this book shows that finding ways to run effective meetings is more
important than ever. 

Managing Meetings in Organizations appeals to researchers and academic scholars in industrial and organizational psychology,
management, and organizational behaviour, as well as practitioners looking for evidence-based recommendations for managing
workplace meetings.
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Editor
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Synopsis
We've known for years now that demands on leaders are only increasing. Yet we have lacked widely understood, empirically
grounded and rigorous ways to support the development of adequate maturity of heart, complexity of mind and skilful practice for
leaders to meet these demands.  

Over the past three decades, a growing number of scholars and practitioners have explored the value of a developmental approach
to these issues. In Maturing Leadership, Jonathan Reams brings together a cast of expert contributors to introduce this work to a
wider audience. While this approach has previously been on the margins of mainstream leadership development research, Reams
brings it to the centre, moving beyond the clichéd characterizations of 'inner work' to bring a finer granularity, precision and rigor to
the subjective workings of leaders. The chapters explore how applying insights from the field of constructivist cognitive development
can be a key driver for supporting improvements in how we approach leadership development. 

For researchers and students of leadership, this is an essential addition to the leading theories of developmental approaches to
leadership. Increasing complexity in the world is not a passing fad, and the need for leaders to grow in the maturity and
sophistication of their responses is a long-term need.
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Synopsis
Millennials make up 25% of Asians. As this huge demographic surges towards becoming a substantial contributor to Asia’s
workforce, organisations continue to face engagement and retention challenges due to multi-generational workplace conflicts.
Mentoring research in Western nations has consistently shown that mentoring brings tangible benefits to the organisation in the
areas of job satisfaction, organisational commitment and employee retention, but would such observations apply to an Asian
context?  

Taking Singapore as a point of reference, Mentoring Millennials in an Asian Context tackles this question head-on. It addresses both
how millennials in Singapore perceive their mentors and how mentors can become better equipped for their mentoring. It identifies,
analyses and offers solutions to existing problems such as inconsistent methods, a lack of mentoring knowledge and an urgent
need to evolve with the times.  

For its 21st-century, region-specific approach, this book is an insightful read for HR academics and researchers, as well as C-Suite
decision makers, senior managers and talent management coaches who wish to shape onboarding and mentoring policies for
better engagement, retention and recruitment in preparation for the post-millennial generation in Asia.
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Synopsis
Metal is a form of popular music. Popular music is a form of leisure. In the modern age, popular music has become part of popular
culture, a heavily contested collection of practices and industries that construct place, belonging and power. 

The arrival of Donald Trump in the White House has shown that angry white men still wield huge social and cultural power in this
new century. The aim of this monograph is to explore metal music - might be seen as leisure spaces that resist the norms and
values of the mainstream; but also how they might also serve to re-affirm and construct those norms and values. In particular, this
book is interested in how forms of metal might work to re-imagine masculinity, race, nation and class in an intersectional way
through the myth of warrior masculinity and blood and soil. 

This monograph explores the history of the myths, and the reaction by fans to the music. The focus is extended to bands that use
the warrior-nation myth in places and countries beyond the global North, and in ways that challenge or subvert hegemony.
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Synopsis
As accountability increases while budgets decrease, a growing number of school leaders and policy-makers are turning their
attention to Professional Learning Networks (PLNs) as a way of improving education and student outcomes in schools and across
school systems. Although PLNs can have real benefits for teachers and students, a number of underpinning conditions need to be
in place to ensure these networks have real impact. Key amongst these conditions is effective leadership.  
The role of school leaders is crucial to ensure that there is meaningful participation by their teachers in network activity and that this
participation makes a difference within teachers' 'home' schools. In this timely book Chris Brown addresses the knowledge gap
about how school leaders can effectively develop, support, and sustain PLNs within and across schools, drawing on two key case
studies from England and Germany.  
Evidence-based, accessible, and engaging, with key takeaways for practitioners in every chapter, The Networked School Leader is
crucial reading for school leaders, system leaders and education researchers working close-to-practice.
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Synopsis
The financial crisis of 2008 and its economic and social aftermath have highlighted the limits and risks of an increasingly global and
embedded economy. Weakening society's trust in organizations and institutions, this has led to calls for new strategic paradigms
that focus more on the ethical conduct of organizations. 

Performance measurement for sustainability and corporate social responsibility (CSR) plays a central role in these new contexts. The
landscape of performance measurement and reporting is changing quickly, with calls for more integrated reporting and compulsory
non-financial disclosures. Keeping up with those changes is a significant concern of managers in many organizations. Including
research on the effectiveness and quality of non-financial disclosure, CSR/sustainability disclosure and Integrated Reporting, this
exciting new volume looks to bridge the gaps in environmental, social and financial performance so managers can understand and
successfully implement a broader, integrated view of performance measurement and reporting. 

Aimed at researchers and managers interested in performance measurement, this volume includes innovative research that sheds
light on topics such as the determinants of disclosure quality, the identification of appropriate metrics, the relationship among the
different disclosure mechanisms and between voluntary and mandatory disclosure, and many more.
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Synopsis
Contemporary reforms of the fire and rescue service result from two excoriating reports from the National Audit Office and the
Public Accounts Committee that demonstrated the inadequacy of contemporary policy, service delivery and public assurance for fire
and rescue services in England.  
This book focuses on the key reforms proposed by Theresa May when she was Home Secretary in response to these reports and
critically examines the new National Framework and the new external Inspectorate that were created as a result. 
Rebuilding the Fire and Rescue Services will prove invaluable for both academics and practitioners in order to build a more efficient
and effective performance regime for this essential emergency service. It demonstrates the context, the parameters, the agencies
and the inter-relationships that operate within the areas of policy development, service delivery and public assurance in the service. It
shows how the new national framework and the new inspectorate can be improved. Most of all it shows the need for robust data
and intelligence at both the national and local levels.
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Synopsis
This 3 book set consists of: 
*9781787693982 - Exploring the Future of Russia's Economy and Markets: Towards Sustainable Economic Development 
*9781789732665 - Modeling Economic Growth in Contemporary Russia 
*9781789738827 - Tech, Smart Cities, and Regional Development in Contemporary Russia 
Russia is one of the world's largest emerging economies. With economic development come technological revolution, growth, and
change at every level of society. In the three books in this box set, Bruno S. Sergi and a variety of expert contributors explore these
changes, looking at Russia's unique position in the unprecedently complex global economy.
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Synopsis
Would you like to be a millionaire? Would you like to be a millionaire? 

If you're like most people, your answer is "yes". But unlike popular opinion, this  goal is  not beyond your reachthis  goal is  not beyond your reach . Building wealth is
more common sense than secret formula. You need to invest wisely.  

This easy-to-read guide focuses on traditional investments - stocks, bonds, and cash or cash equivalents. Stocks and bonds are the
heartbeat of Wall Street. Finance experts H. Kent Baker, John R. Nofsinger, and Andrew C. Spieler take you through how to invest in
a single security, as well as mutual funds and exchange-traded funds (ETFs), which offer many potential benefits to individual
investors. 

This practical and straightforward book is written for novice investors. It takes an innovative question-and-answer format to help you
learn about traditional investments and to become a better investor. If you want to become a millionaire, and don't have the luck of
buying a winning lottery ticket, this guide is for you.
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Synopsis
This book is a comprehensive overview of the theoretical discussion of one of most important conceptions in sociology at the end of
20th century - the theory of social systems.  

The spotlight of this book falls on the work of Niklas Luhmann and his holistic approach. Current modern society is, for Luhmann, a
functionally differentiated society, which means that a number of specialized societal sub-systems (politics, economics, religion, law,
science, art etc) have formed. 

Each system is based on its own type of communication led by its own generalized communicative media. Luhmann controversially
depicts modern society as a plurality of many societal subsystems operating without a top and without a coordinating and
managing centre. 

This book weighs the strong and weak features of the systemic approach in sociology and discusses ways to rethink it.
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Synopsis
The sharing economy is one of the most influential developments of the last decade. The emergence of new forms of organizing it
brings with it has affected modern (business) life at multiple levels: Sharing organizations have blurred the distinction between the
individual roles of provider, user, and employee; they have introduced organizational practices of coordinating members and
communities; and they have sparked societal, political, and economic debates in multiple fields. These dynamics at the individual,
organizational, and field level provide an opportunity for organization scholars to take stock of and theorize the sharing economy. 

This volume takes advantage of this opportunity by presenting a collection of empirical and conceptual work that explores the variety
and the trajectories of new forms of organizing in the sharing economy, and in doing so builds on, rejuvenates, and refines existing
organization theories. 

Together, the chapters included in this volume offer a comprehensive overview of theoretically grounded research that deepens our
understanding of new forms of organizing and indicates future avenues for research.
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Synopsis
Transregional Europe continues a line of argument developed in European Society (2008), Europe Since 1989 (2016) and
Contemporary Europe (2017). It integrates work in human geography and planning with related scholarship in history and the other
social sciences, covering public perceptions of European macro-regions and EU macro-regional planning.  

Are Europeans increasingly thinking, like North Americans, of their (sub-) continent in broad North/South and East/West categories?
Are the macro-regional constructs such as the Danube or Baltic region identified or constructed by European policy-makers real,
imaginary, or both? What is the relation between Europe and Eurasia and their respective political structures? 

Transregional Europe bridges the gap between stereotypical generalisations about southerners, the 'wild East', and so on and the
constructions assembled by national and transnational policy-makers. It should be of interest to students of Europe within a wide
range of disciplines and interdisciplinary programmes: not just sociology or European studies but also human geography, politics,
economics, international relations and cultural studies.
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